Diffusion analysis of glucocorticoid receptor and antagonist effect in living cell nucleus.
The diffusion properties of hGRalpha in living cells have been analyzed. The hGRalpha translocalized from the cytosol to the nucleus after addition of Dex just as RU486; however, the Brownian motions of the proteins in nucleus were different. In order to analysis microenvironment of the nucleus of living cell, four different tandem EGFPs were constructed. Diffusion of tandem EGFP was dependent on the length of the protein as a rod-like molecule in solution. We found two kinds of mobility, fast diffusional mobility as a major component and much slower diffusional mobility as a major component in living cells nucleoplasm. On the bases of this analysis, we compared the diffusion property of hGRalpha in the nucleus at the presence of Dex or RU486 by distribution of diffusion constants. Our result may suggest that EGFP-hGRalpha is activated by RU486 and kept the stage of binding cofactor, GRE and final complex. Finally this means that dimerization is not required for association with GRE, although it is required for stabilization of a complex of EGFP-hGRalpha.